
Welcome  
abroad  
China Southern Airlines

Award-winning services
Recognized for excellence in service and safety, 
China Southern Airlines has received numerous 
accolades and awards, ensuring your journey is in 
capable hands.

Sky Pearl Club
Elevate your travel experience with our frequent 
flyer program, offering exclusive privileges, 
upgrades, and discounts.

Sustainability commitment
As a responsible global citizen, China Southern 
Airlines is dedicated to reducing its environmental 
footprint. Travel with confidence knowing that your 
journey is part of a sustainable and eco-friendly 
initiative.

Elevate your experience
At China Southern Airlines, we redefine air travel by 
blending traditional Chinese hospitality with cutting-
edge services. Elevate your travel experience with 
us and immerse yourself in a fusion of Eastern 
and Western culinary delights, curated to tantalize 
your taste buds at 30,000 feet. Our attentive and 
multilingual cabin crew is dedicated to ensuring your 
journey is not only comfortable but also memorable.

Embark on a new era of travel with China  
Southern Airlines, where every flight is an 
opportunity to explore, connect, and create 
unforgettable memories across continents. Enjoy 
the seamless integration of our extensive network, 
the warmth of our hospitality, and the assurance of 
a sustainable and responsible travel experience. 
Immerse yourself in luxury and elevate your travel 
journey with China Southern Airlines.



A bridge between continents
Discover a world of seamless travel with China 
Southern Airlines, where every journey is a bridge 
between continents, cultures, and dreams. As one of 
the largest and most reputable carriers globally, we 
proudly present our extensive network connecting  
not only Asia but also Oceania, making us your 
ultimate partner in exploration.

 

The iconic red kapok flower in our logo 
symbolizes our dedication to growth, 
prosperity, and the interconnectedness 
of cultures. From the moment you step 
aboard, you’ll experience the warmth 
of our hospitality and the efficiency of 
our operations.
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Embark on a journey of 
possibilities
China Southern Airlines is your gateway to a diverse 
array of destinations, spanning the vibrant cities of 
Asia to the stunning landscapes of Oceania. With  
the most intensive flight route coverage in China,  
our extensive network seamlessly connects you to  
the world.

Direct Routes Include:

Amsterdam ↔ Beijing, Guangzhou
Frankfurt  ↔	 Guangzhou
London  ↔  Beijing, Wuhan,  

Zhengzhou, Guangzhou
Luxembourg ↔ Zhengzhou, Guangzhou
Paris ↔ Guangzhou
Rome ↔ Guangzhou

Beijing Daxing & Guangzhou 
Baiyun - Navigating your 
dreams
Our commitment to excellence extends to our 
cutting-edge hubs, Beijing Daxing Airport, and 
Guangzhou Baiyun Airport. These strategic 
locations serve as the beating heart of China 
Southern Airlines, ensuring smooth transitions and 
quick connections to your desired destinations.

144-hour visa-free  
transfers and carrier-paid 
stayover service
Experience seamless connections at our Beijing 
Daxing and Guangzhou Baiyun hubs with hassle-
free visa-free transfer options. Take advantage of 
the 144-hour visa-free transit policy, allowing you to 
explore the wonders of China during your layover 
from your transfer in Beijing or Guangzhou without 
the need for a visa1. Additionally, enjoy the flexibility 
of our stayover hotel accommodation for transfer 
passengers, covered by China Southern Airlines2. 
Our seamless transit services ensure a smooth and 
enriching travel experience.

1  Criteria and requirement apply, refers to: https://www.csair.com/nl/en/tourguide/
airport_service/transit_flow/flightsTwo_hub/72_hour_stay/

2  Terms and condition apply. Refer to: https://www.csair.com/en/tourguide/
transit_flow/free/

3  Notice: http://nl.china-embassy.gov.cn/eng/ls/202311/t20231124_11186562.htm

Visa-free access for German travelers
As in 2024, German citizens can enjoy visa-
free travel to China for business, tourism, 
visiting relatives and friends, and transit 
purposes. The exemption allows a stay of 
up to 15 days from the date of entry3.


